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a b s t r a c t
In 1998 Cavenagh [N.J. Cavenagh, Decompositions of complete tripartite graphs into k-
cycles, Australas. J. Combin. 18 (1998) 193–200] gave necessary and sufficient conditions
for the existence of an edge-disjoint decomposition of a complete equipartite graph with
three parts, into cycles of some fixed length k. Here we extend this to paths, and show that
such a complete equipartite graph with three partite sets of size m, has an edge-disjoint
decomposition into paths of length k if and only if k divides 3m2 and k < 3m. Further,
extending to five partite sets, we show that a complete equipartite graph with five partite
sets of sizem has an edge-disjoint decomposition into cycles (and also into paths) of length
kwith k > 3 if and only if k divides 10m2 and k 6 5m for cycles (or k < 5m for paths).
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction and preliminaries
Edge-disjoint decompositions of complete graphs and complete equipartite graphs into cycles have often been
considered. In this paper, we extend this work by restricting not the cycle length or the part sizes, but the number of parts.
First we need some definitions, before going into more detail. A graph G is said to decompose into graph H , written H|G,
if there exist disjoint subgraphs H1,H2, . . . ,Hl of G, each isomorphic to H , such that each edge of G is in precisely one Hi,
for some i, 1 6 i 6 l. The operation | is transitive. In other words, for any graphs G, H and K , if G|H and H|K , then G|K . The
lexicographic product G1 ∗ G2 of graphs G1 and G2 is the graph with vertex set V (G1) × V (G2), and with an edge joining
(x1, x2) to (y1, y2) if and only if: x1 is adjacent to y1 in G1; or x1 = y1 and vertices x2, y2 are adjacent in G2. Here, we shall be
concerned with graphs such as Kn ∗ Km and Cn ∗ Km.
The graph Kn ∗ Km is in fact the complete equipartite graph with n parts of sizem, with itsmn vertices partitioned into n
sets, often referred to as partite sets, of sizem, and one edge between any two vertices in different partite sets but no edge
between any two vertices in the same partite set. We frequently use the following observations about the lexicographic
product. For any graph H and positive integersm and `, (H ∗ Km) ∗ K ` = H ∗ Km`. For any graphs G and H and any positive
integerm, if H|G, then (H ∗ Km)|(G ∗ Km).
The standard notation for a path of length k on k+ 1 vertices is Pk+1. Since here for edge-disjoint decompositions we are
most interested in the number of edges rather than the number of vertices in a path, we shall use the notation Lk for a path
of length k, and reserve Tk for a trail of length k, which has k distinct edges, but which may have vertices of degrees greater
than 2.
An edge {xi, xj} joining vertices xi and xj in a graph will be denoted xixj for short. We shall denote a path (of length n)
on the vertices x1, x2, . . . , xn+1, having edges xixi+1 for 1 6 i 6 n, by [x1, x2, . . . , xn+1] or by [xn+1, xn, . . . , x2, x1]. Square
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parentheses will also be used for trails, where we repeat the first listed vertex at the end if the trail is closed. A cycle of
length n on the vertices x1, x2, . . . , xn, with edges xnx1 and xixi+1 for 1 6 i 6 n − 1, will be denoted by (x1, x2, . . . , xn) or
(xn, xn−1, . . . , x2, x1) or by any cyclic shift of these.
The notation ` MOLS (n) will mean a set of ` mutually orthogonal latin squares of order n; in the case ` = 1 this will
mean any one latin square of order n.
The problem of decomposing a complete graph of odd order, and also a complete graph of even order minus a 1-factor,
into cycles has been completed in the papers [1,8]. Decomposing complete equipartite graphs Kn ∗ Km into cycles has been
tackled in part: if the cycle length is prime, Manikandan and Paulraja [6] deal with this, and for cycle length twice a prime,
see Smith [9]. There are other results on decomposing complete equipartite graphs into small even length cycles [4]. In the
case of paths, Tarsi [11] gave necessary and sufficient conditions for an edge-disjoint decomposition of Kn into paths; indeed,
he also dealt with λKn, where there are λ edges between each pair of vertices. However, edge-disjoint decompositions of
equipartite graphs having part size larger than 2 do not appear to have been considered.
In this paper, we do not restrict the cycle length or the path length, nor the part size in the equipartite graph, but we
restrict the number of parts in the equipartite graph to 3 or 5. Cavenagh [3] gave necessary and sufficient conditions for
the tripartite graph K3 ∗ Km to have an edge-disjoint decomposition into k-cycles. Here, we extend this result to paths of
length k, and also determine necessary and sufficient conditions for an equipartite graph K5 ∗ Km to have an edge-disjoint
decomposition into paths or cycles of any length k. The jump from 3 to 5 is partly due to the fact that K5 decomposes into
two 5-cycles, whereas the graph K4 is of odd degree. So the corresponding result, finding necessary and sufficient conditions
for an edge-disjoint decomposition of K4 ∗ Km into paths and cycles of length k, requires some different constructions, and
since this graph only has even degree when the part size m is even, in a second paper [2] by the current authors we deal
with that case with four even sized parts.
Necessary conditions for an edge-disjoint decomposition of Kn ∗ Km, for any m when n is odd, into cycles or paths of
length k are:
(i) k | m2 ( n2 ). The number of edges must be a multiple of the cycle or path length.
(ii) k 6 mn for cycles and k < mn for paths. There must be enough vertices to fit in cycles and paths!
More generally, when m is odd and n is even, the graph Kn ∗ Km has odd degree m(n − 1), and then of course an edge-
disjoint cycle decomposition is impossible. However, path decompositions are still possible in some cases. An obvious extra
necessary condition in this case, noting that each path has just two vertices of odd degree, is that twice the number of paths
must be at least as large as the total number of vertices, so k 6 m(n− 1), where k is the path length.
Certainly cycles have to have length at least 3, and in what follows we assume our paths also have length at least 3. It
has long been known that any connected simple graph with an even number of edges has a decomposition into paths of
length 2. The following proof was communicated by Hoffman [5], although the original result may be due to Kotzig. Take
any simple connected graph G with an even number of edges, and arbitrarily direct each edge. If all outdegrees are even,
we stop. Otherwise, select two vertices in this now directed graph G having odd outdegree – there is necessarily an even
number – and find an undirected path between them; this is possible, since G is connected. Now reverse the direction of
arcs along this path; the result is a directed graph Gwith two fewer vertices having odd outdegree. This is repeated until all
vertices of G have even outdegree, at which time edges can be removed from G in pairs, with both edges directed away from
the same one vertex, which will be the middle vertex of the path, to form paths of length 2.
In Section 2 we give some useful building lemmas and theorems; then Section 3 deals with the tripartite case into paths.
Cavenagh [3] dealt with the tripartite case into cycles. Section 4 deals with the case of five parts, for both cycles and paths,
and Section 5 gives some concluding remarks.
2. Some useful lemmas
We begin with several crucial results.
Lemma 2.1. The graph Lk ∗ K ` decomposes into paths Lk, for any positive integers k and `.
Proof. Let the vertices of Lk ∗ K ` be
{ij | 1 6 i 6 k+ 1, 1 6 j 6 `},
where iα is adjacent to (i + 1)β , for each i, α, β such that 1 6 i 6 k, 1 6 α, β 6 `. We need a total of `2 paths in our
decomposition. These are of the form
[1α, 2β , 3α, 4β , . . . , (k+ 1)s],
where 1 6 α, β 6 `, with s = α if k is even and s = β if k is odd. 
Lemma 2.2. The graph Lk ∗ K ` decomposes into paths Lk`, for any positive integers k and `.
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Fig. 1. Lk ∗ K 2 into L2k .
Fig. 2. Lk ∗ K 2w+1 into Lk(2w+1); the case ` = 2w + 1 = 7 is illustrated.
Proof. Note that Lk ∗ K ` has k`2 edges, and so we expect ` copies of Lk`. Let the vertices of Lk ∗ K ` be as given in the proof
of Lemma 2.1.
Case 1: Suppose ` = 2.
From the path Lk = [1, 2, . . . , k+ 1], the two paths
[11, 21, . . . , (k+ 1)1, k2, (k− 1)2, . . . , 22, 12], if k is even or odd
and
[11, 22, 31, 42, . . . , k1, (k+ 1)2, k2, (k− 1)1, . . . , 21, 12] if k is odd,
or
[11, 22, 31, 42, . . . , k2, (k+ 1)2, k1, (k− 1)2, . . . , 21, 12] if k is even
are taken. See Fig. 1, where the orientation, not shown, of the dashed edges at the right-hand end of the figure changes
according as k is odd or even.
Case 2: Suppose ` is odd.
Let ` = 2w + 1. With Lk = [1, 2, . . . , k + 1], we construct paths of length k(2w + 1) in Lk ∗ K ` as follows. We first
construct the following path of length 2(2w + 1).
[1w+1, 2w+1, 1w+2, 2w, 1w+3, 2w−1, . . . , 12w+1, 21, 31, 22w+1, 32, 22w, 33, 22w−1, . . . , 2w+2, 3w+1].
Adjoin another path of length 2(2w+ 1), by adding 2 to each vertex label, leaving the subscripts unchanged. We repeat this
process until a path of length k(2w + 1) is created (see Fig. 2), noting that if k is odd, we use only the first half of the final
path of length 2(2w+1). Note that this uses all edges at difference 0, 1, . . . , `−1 between adjacent parts when this starter
path has its subscripts cycled modulo 2w + 1.
Case 3. Finally, suppose ` is an arbitrary even integer.
Let ` = 2w. We apply induction, and assume that there exists a decomposition of Lk ∗ Kw into Lkw . Therefore
(Lk ∗ Kw) ∗ K 2 = Lk ∗ K `
decomposes into Lkw ∗ K 2. But Lkw ∗ K 2 decomposes into Lk` by applying Case 1, so we are done. 
There is a corresponding result for cycles: Theorem 2.7 in [3].
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Theorem 2.3. For any positive integers k > 3 and `,
(i) Ck|(Ck ∗ K `); and
(ii) Ck`|(Ck ∗ K `).
The following theorem follows from the proof of Theorem 2.4 in [3], and the fact that there exists a pair of MOLS of order `
whenever ` 6∈ {2, 6}.
Theorem 2.4. For any odd integer k > 3 and ` 6∈ {2, 6}, Ck`|(Ck ∗K `), and hence Ck`|(Kk ∗K `), where each Ck` consists of perfect
matchings between partite sets of Kk ∗ K `.
The above results imply that if Kn ∗Km decomposes into paths Lk (cycles Ck), then Kn ∗Km` = (Kn ∗Km)∗K ` decomposes
into paths Lk (cycles Ck) or paths Lk` (cycles Ck`). In the proofs that follow,we often refer to this as ‘‘blowing up’’ paths (cycles)
by `. In fact, under certain conditions we can ‘‘blow up’’ from closed trails to cycles, closed trails to paths, or open trails to
paths, as shown in the following.
Theorem 2.5. Let Tk be a closed trail of length k having maximum degree∆(Tk) = ∆ and vertex chromatic number χ(Tk) = χ .
Then for all ` > ∆/2, the graph Tk ∗ K ` can be decomposed into cycles of length k whenever there exist at least χ − 2MOLS (`).
Proof. Let Tk be a closed trail of length k, with maximum degree ∆ 6 2`. Place a proper χ-colouring on the vertices of Tk
using the colours 1, 2, . . . , χ . Label the vertices of Tk with {1, 2, . . . , k′}, where k′ is the number of distinct vertices in Tk,
and therefore k′ may be strictly less than k + 1. Moreover, attach to each label one of the subscripts 1, 2, . . . , χ indicating
to which colour class the corresponding vertex belongs. For example, we could have
Tk = [11, 22, 31, 4χ , 11, . . . , k′2, 11].
Associate each distinct vertex vc in Tk with a set
Vvc = {v1c , v2c , . . . , v`c }
of size ` and let Tk ∗ K ` be defined on⋃vc Vvc in the natural way.
Let Lχ−1 be an `× ` square in which each entry in row 1 is 1, each entry in row 2 is 2, and so on up to `, and let Lχ be the
transpose of Lχ−1. If χ > 2, then let L1, L2, . . . , Lχ−2 be a set of MOLS(`) on the elements {1, 2, . . . , `}. Now for 1 6 c 6 χ
we let (i, j)c be the entry in row i, column j of square Lc .
For each pair i, jwith 1 6 i, j 6 `we form a cycle from Tk as follows.
For each vertex of type v1 in Tk, replace the first occurrence of v1 with v
(i,j)1
1 ; replace the second occurrence of v1 with
v
(i,j)1+1
1 ; and so on. In general, replace themth occurrence of v1 with v
(i,j)1+m−1
1 , superscripts taken modulo ` from residues
1, 2, . . . , `.
For each vertex of type v2 in Tk, replace themth occurrence of v2 with v
(i,j)2+m−1
2 .
In general, for each vertex of type vc in Tk, replace the mth occurrence of vc with v
(i,j)c+m−1
c . This gives us `2 cycles in
total. We now show that they do indeed constitute a decomposition of Tk ∗ K `.
First, observe that since no vertex appearsmore than ` times in Tk, from the above construction, no vertexwill be repeated
within a cycle.
Now take an arbitrary edge (vac1 , w
b
c2) from Tk ∗ K `. The edge (vc1 , wc2) must exist within Tk. Assume this is the i′th
appearance of vc1 and the j
′th appearance of wc2 . We then choose i and j uniquely so that cell (i, j) in latin square Lc1 has
entry a− i′+1 and in latin square Lc2 has entry b− j′+1. The k-cycle constructed will then include the edge (vac1 , wbc2). 
Corollary 2.6. Let Tk be a closed trail of length k, having maximum degree∆(Tk) = ∆ and vertex chromatic number χ(Tk) = χ .
Let ` > ∆/2 if the minimum degree of Tk is strictly less than∆, or ` > ∆/2 if Tk has regular degree∆. Then the graph Tk ∗ K `
can be decomposed into paths of length k whenever there exist at least χ − 2MOLS (`).
Proof. The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 2.5, with the following change. Let v be the vertex which starts and
finishes the closed trail Tk. We regard v as having distinct occurrences at the start and finish points, forcing the blown-up
trail into a path rather than a cycle. Note that v must have degree at most 2`− 2 in Tk, hence the degree requirements. 
Corollary 2.7. Let Tk be an open trail of length k having maximum degree∆(Tk) = ∆ and vertex chromatic number χ(Tk) = χ .
Let ` > ∆/2 if ∆ is even and ` > (∆ + 1)/2 if ∆ is odd. Then the graph Tk ∗ K ` can be decomposed into paths of length k
whenever there exist at least χ − 2MOLS (`).
Proof. The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 2.5, except that we use an open rather than a closed trail. Note that an
open trail will contain precisely two vertices of odd degree. 
3. The tripartite case
Recall that Cavenagh in [3] proved that K3 ∗ Km has an edge-disjoint decomposition into cycles of length k if and only if
k|3m2 and k 6 3m. We now modify this, and obtain a corresponding result for paths in the tripartite case.
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Theorem 3.1. The graph K3 ∗ Km has an edge-disjoint decomposition into paths of length k if and only if k divides 3m2 and
k < 3m.
Proof. The necessity of the conditions k|3m2 and k < 3mwas pointed out in Section 1. We have two cases.
Case I: Suppose that 3 divides the path length k. So let k = 3s2t , where t is square-free. Since k|3m2, we have 3s2t|3m2 and so
st|m. So letm = stm′. So we shall decompose K3 ∗K stm′ into paths of length 3s2t . Note that k < 3mmeans that 3s2t < 3stm′,
or s < m′.
The graph K3 ∗ K s can be regarded as a closed trail of length 3s2. The degree of each vertex in this trail is precisely 2s. So,
from Corollary 2.6 above, we obtain a decomposition of (K3 ∗ K s) ∗ Km′ = K3 ∗ K sm′ into paths of length 3s2, provided the
degree 2s satisfies 2s < 2m′, that is, s < m′.
Then using Lemma 2.2, we have a decomposition of K3 ∗ K sm′t into paths of length 3s2t , provided s < m′, which holds.
Case II: Now suppose that the path length k is not divisible by 3. So let k = s2t where neither s nor t is divisible by 3, and
where t is square-free. Since k|3m2, we have s2t|3m2, and so st|m. So letm = stm′. Since k < 3m, we have s2t < 3stm′ and
so s < 3m′.
First consider s = 1, so that k = t , and K3 ∗ Km = K3 ∗ K tm′ . A decomposition of K3 ∗ K t into 3t paths of length t
follows by taking three copies of K2 ∗ K t into paths of length t; see Parker [7], for instance. Then from Lemma 2.1 we have a
decomposition of K3 ∗ K tm′ into paths of length t .
Now suppose s > 1. This case splits into two, according as s is congruent to 1 or 2 (mod 3).
Case IIa: Here s ≡ 1 (mod 3), and s > 1. So let s = 3s′ + 1. From Theorem 2.4, there exists a Hamilton cycle decomposition
of C3 ∗ K s, where each Hamilton cycle is composed of three perfect matchings (note that s 6= 2 or 6). So we have s Hamilton
cycles. For convenience, let the three partite sets be A, B and C .
First suppose that s > 4. We remove four Hamilton cycles, giving a total of 12 bipartite perfect matchings, and leaving
3(s′−1)Hamilton cycles. These 12 bipartite perfectmatchings are paired up, giving six pairs ofmatchings, two each between
A and B, between B and C , and between A and C . Note that each pair of perfect matchings is a collection of cycles.
We take s′ − 1 of the remaining Hamilton cycles and adjoin the two pairs between, say, partite sets A and B. This gives a
trail of length 3s(s′ − 1) + 4s = s(3s′ + 1) = s2, and with maximum degree 2(s′ − 1) + 4 = 2s′ + 2. So by Corollary 2.6,
we can blow up points m′-fold, since s < 3m′, that is, m′ > s′. Then we repeat this twice more, for the remaining 2s′ − 2
Hamilton cycles and the 2-factors between B and C , and between A and C .
Finally, Lemma 2.2 allows us to blow up both part sizes and path length by t .
The case s = 4 remains. We cannot repeat the above, since there is the risk that the resulting graph is disconnected, for
there are no Hamilton cycles remaining to provide the connectivity. Instead, we take a decomposition of K3 ∗ K 4 into three
closed trails T16 by starting with a decomposition of K3 ∗ K 4 into six 8-cycles, two each on the partite sets A and B, on B and
C , and on A and C . We pair these 8-cycles to form three copies of T16, each having maximum degree 4 and minimum degree
2. We can then use Corollary 2.6 and proceed to ‘‘blow up’’ by m′, where m′ > 2, since here k < 3m means 16t < 12tm′.
Finally, Lemma 2.2 yields a decomposition of K3 ∗ K 4tm′ withm′ > 2 into paths of length 16t .
Case IIb: Here s ≡ 2 (mod 3). If s = 2, there is an easy decomposition of K3 ∗ K 2 into three paths L4. With vertex set
{1, 2}∪{3, 4}∪{5, 6}, the three paths [4, 2, 3, 1, 6], [2, 6, 3, 5, 4], [2, 5, 1, 4, 6] suffice. Then a decomposition of K3 ∗K 2tm′
into L4t follows from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2.
So, now suppose that s > 5. Let s = 3s′+2, where s′ > 1. As in the previous case we take a Hamilton cycle decomposition
of C3 ∗ K s made up from three matchings. We remove two Hamilton cycles, taking instead three sets of 2-factors, one each
between the partite sets A and B, between B and C , and between A and C . Now we form each of our three closed trails of
length s2 by taking s′ of the remaining Hamilton cycles, and adjoining one of the three sets of 2-factors between two of the
three partite sets. So each closed trail has maximum degree 2s′+ 2 and minimum degree 2s′. Thus, we can then blow up by
m′ since
m′ >
⌈ s
3
⌉
=
⌈
3s′ + 2
3
⌉
= s′ + 1.
Finally we blow up t-fold, to achieve a decomposition of K3 ∗ K stm′ into paths Ls2t of length s2t . 
4. The 5-partite case
In this section, we deal with decompositions into cycles and paths simultaneously. We assume that our path length is at
least 3 (and of course our cycle length); see the remark in the introduction about paths of length 2. The aim of this section
is to prove the following main result.
Theorem 4.1. The graph K5∗Km has a decomposition into cycles, or into paths, of length k > 3 if and only if k|10m2 and k 6 5m,
or k|10m2 and k < 5m for paths.
Proof. The necessity of the conditions is obvious, and was sketched in the introduction, so we need only prove sufficiency.
Letm = 2ta, where a is odd; then k|5.22t+1a2. Let k = 52yw2v,  = 0 or 1, where  = 1 if and only if 5 divides k, and v and
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Table 1
Possible values of k
Case Cycle/path length k
I 5.2rw2v 0 ≤ r ≤ t
II 2rw2v 0 ≤ r ≤ t and v andw are not divisible by 5
III 5.2t+rw2v 1 ≤ r ≤ t
IV 2t+rw2v 1 ≤ r ≤ t and v andw are not divisible by 5
V 5.22t+1w2v
VI 22t+1w2v When v andw are not divisible by 5
w are odd divisors of a, with v square-free. We often write a = bvw for some integer b. We may then split the problem into
the possible cycle (respectively path) lengths as detailed in Table 1.
The general form of our proof is as follows. In order to decompose K5 ∗ K 2ta into paths or cycles, we start with a related
smaller graph. This graph is frequently C5 ∗Kw wherew|a. So initially, we decompose this smaller graph into closed trails, in
such a way that we can apply Theorems 2.5 and 2.3, or Corollaries 2.6 and 2.7 in the case of paths, and ‘‘blow up’’ these trails
into a cycle (or path) decomposition of our original graph K5 ∗K 2ta. The conditions in Theorem 2.5, and in Corollaries 2.6 and
2.7, are such that minimising both the maximum degree and chromatic number of these trails gives us the biggest range of
possible ‘‘blowing up’’ values, and so in some sense we must try to ‘‘spread out’’ these trails as much as possible.
Case I: k = 5.2rw2v.
From the necessary conditions, 5.2rw2v 6 5.2ta. So let a = bwv. Then w 6 2t−rb, with strict inequality for paths. We
begin with the graph C5 ∗ Kw . Since the degree of each vertex is even, we regard this graph as a closed trail of length 5w2
with regular degree 2w. Moreover, C5 ∗ Kw admits a proper 3-colouring of its vertices, and hence by Theorem 2.5 we can
blow up by 2t−rb, noting also that 2t−rb > w, to obtain a decomposition of C5 ∗ K 2t−r bw into cycles of length 5w2. Thus we
may apply Theorem 2.3(ii) to obtain a decomposition of the graph C5 ∗ K 2ta into cycles of length k.
Similarly, by Corollary 2.6, sincew < b2t−r , we have a decomposition of C5 ∗ K 2t−r bw into paths of length 5w2. We then
apply Lemma 2.2, to obtain a decomposition of the graph C5 ∗ K 2ta into paths of length k.
Finally, since C5|K5, we have the required decompositions of K5 ∗ K 2ta into cycles or into paths.
Case II: k = 2rw2v, 0 6 r 6 t , and v andw are not divisible by 5.
In the case of cycles, we first supposew = 1.
If v = 1 we have k = 2r (with 2 ≤ r ≤ t) and since C4|(K5 ∗ K 2), from Theorem 2.3(ii) we have C2r |(K5 ∗ K 2r−1). Then,
blowing up by 2t−r+1b, as in Theorem 2.3(i), gives the desired result, namely, C2r |(K5 ∗K 2ta), since a = bvw = b in this case
withw = v = 1.
Otherwise v > 1. Then, choosing an odd prime pwhich is a divisor of v, we note that Cp|(K5 ∗K p), fromManikandan and
Paulraja [6], and the result follows by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2.
Next, for all k-cycles withw > 1, and all paths havingw > 1, we have the following.
From the necessary conditions, 2rw2v 6 5.2ta, with strict inequality for paths. Let a = wvb. Since 5 - w, we have
dw/5e 6 2t−rb. We begin by showing that C5 ∗ Kw decomposes into five closed trails of length w2, each having maximum
degree∆ = 2dw/5e. Note that all subgraphs of C5 ∗ Kw are also vertex 3-colourable.
We first let w = 5w′ + u, where 1 6 u 6 4, and decompose C5 ∗ Kw into w Hamilton cycles using Theorem 2.4, so
that each Hamilton cycle consists of five matchings, one between each pair of adjacent partite sets. We have four subcases,
according to the value of u.
Subcase IIa: u = 1.
In the case of paths wherew = 1 (we have already dealt with cycles havingw = 1) we simply decompose C5 into single
edges (i.e. open trails) and hence∆ = 1 < 2dw/5e.
Otherwise, for w > 6, we take any six of the Hamilton cycles, and break them apart to obtain thirty matchings, six
between each pair of adjacent partite sets. Each pair of matchings between the same two partite sets forms either a 2w-
cycle or a number of even length cycles, the edges of which add up to 2w. These will be referred to as ‘‘sets of even length
cycles’’.
Now w2 = (5w′ + 1)w = (w′ − 1)5w + 3(2w), and each of our five trails Tw2 is then formed by combining w′ − 1
of the remaining Hamilton cycles, with three of these sets of even length cycles, selected in the obvious way using the
decomposition of 3C5 into five 3-paths given in Fig. 3, i.e. each vertex in the figure represents a partite set of C5 ∗ Kw , and
each edge between two vertices represents a set of even length cycles between the associated partite sets.
Then∆ = 2(w′ − 1)+ 4 = 2w′ + 2 = 2dw/5e for each closed trail Tw2 .
Subcase IIb: u = 2.
This time, we take only two Hamilton cycles from our decomposition of C5 ∗ Kw to obtain ten matchings, and hence five
sets of even length cycles, each of total length 2w, one between each pair of adjacent partite sets.
Now since w = 5w′ + 2, we have w2 = w′(5w) + 2w, and each Tw2 is then formed by combining w′ Hamilton cycles
with one of these sets of even length cycles.
Then∆ = 2w′ + 2 = 2dw/5e for each Tw2 .
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Fig. 3. 3C5 decomposed into 3-paths.
Fig. 4a. Decomposing C5 ∗ K 3 into C9 .
Fig. 4b. Decomposing C5 ∗ K 3 into L9 .
Fig. 5. 4C5 decomposed into 4-paths.
Fig. 6. 2C5 decomposed into disjoint pairs of edges.
Subcase IIc: u = 3.
First, if w = 3 we decompose C5 ∗ K 3 into cycles C9 (or paths L9) by ‘‘cycling’’ the base cycle (or path) shown in Fig. 4a
(or Fig. 4b) ‘‘around’’ the five parts. Then in each case∆ = 2 = 2dw/5e as required.
Forw ≥ 8, we take eight of the Hamilton cycles and from the subsequent forty matchings, we form twenty sets of even
length cycles, four between each pair of adjacent partite sets.
Now w2 = w(5w′ + 3) = (w′ − 1)5w + 4(2w), and each closed trail Tw2 is then formed by combining w′ − 1 of the
remaining Hamilton cycles with four of these sets, selected in the obvious way, using the decomposition of 4C5 into 4-paths
as given in Fig. 5; again here the vertices in the figure really represent partite sets, and the edges represent sets of even
length cycles.
Then∆ = 2(w′ − 1)+ 4 = 2w′ + 2 = 2dw/5e for each Tw2 .
Subcase IId: u = 4.
This case is as above, here taking four Hamilton cycles and hence forming ten sets of even length cycles, two between
each pair of adjacent partite sets.
Sincew = 5w′+ 4, we havew2 = w′(5w)+ 2(2w), and each Tw2 is formed by combiningw′ of the remaining Hamilton
cycles with two of these sets (chosen in the obvious way using the decomposition of 2C5 into disjoint pairs of edges given
in Fig. 6).
Then∆ = 2w′ + 2 = 2dw/5e for each Tw2 .
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Hence we have shown that the graph C5 ∗ Kw decomposes into five closed trails, or open trails in the path case where
w = 1 or 3, of length w2, each having maximum degree ∆ = 2dw/5e. Using Theorem 2.5 (similarly Corollary 2.6 or 2.7 in
the case of paths), we can then blow up these trails (by 2t−rb > ∆/2) to give a decomposition of C5 ∗ K 2t−r bw into cycles (or
into paths) of length w2. Blowing up by 2rv as in Theorem 2.3(ii) (or Lemma 2.2) then gives a decomposition of C5 ∗ K 2ta
into cyles (or paths) of length k.
Finally since C5|K5 we have the desired result.
Case III: k = 5.2t+rw2v, 1 6 r 6 t .
Let a = wvb. From the necessary conditions, 5.2t+rw2v 6 5.2ta, and hence 2rw 6 b, with strict inequality for paths. We
begin by decomposing C5 ∗ K 2tw into 2tw Hamilton cycles. We then form closed trails T5.2t+rw2 , by combining 2rw of these
cycles, giving us 2t−r such trails, each having maximum degree ∆ = 2r+1w. Note again that all subgraphs of C5 ∗ K 2tw are
vertex 3-colourable. Hence by Theorem 2.5, or Corollary 2.6 in the case of paths, we can blow up these trails by b to give a
decomposition of C5 ∗ K 2twb into cycles (or paths) of length 5.2t+rw2.
Blowing up by v, as in Theorem 2.3(ii) (or Lemma 2.2), then gives a decomposition of C5∗K 2ta into cycles (paths) of length
k. Again, since C5|K5, we have the desired result.
Case IV: k = 2t+rw2v, 1 6 r 6 t , and v andw are not divisible by 5.
From the necessary conditions, k 6 5m and so 2t+rw2v 6 5.2ta, with strict inequality for paths. Letting a = wvbwe have
d2rw/5e 6 b. We will show that C5 ∗ K 2tw decomposes into 5.2t−r closed trails of length 2t+rw2, each having maximum
degree∆ = 2d2rw/5e. Again these are all subgraphs of C5 ∗ K 2tw and hence are vertex 3-colourable.
Let 2rw = 5w′ + u, where 1 6 u 6 4, and note that C5 ∗ K 2tw decomposes into 2tw Hamilton cycles. Moreover, for
2tw 6= 2 or 6, we can do this as detailed in Theorem 2.4, so that each Hamilton cycle consists of fivematchings, one between
each pair of adjacent partite sets. Hence we treat the following two cases separately.
(i) If 2tw = 2, then t = 1,w = 1 and r = 1. Now for cycles we simply decompose C5 ∗ K 2 into copies of C4, each having
∆ = 2 = 2d2rw/5e as required. Similarly for paths we have L4|(C5 ∗ K 2) (see the Appendix) and∆ = 2 = 2d2rw/5e.
(ii) If 2tw = 6, then t = 1,w = 3 and r = 1. Hence we need to decompose C5 ∗ K 6 into five copies of T36. We do this by
first decomposing C5 ∗ K 6 into five copies of the bipartite graph K2 ∗ K 6. Then by Sotteau [10], we decompose each of these
into C12. Each T36 is then formed by combining three of these C12, selected using the decomposition of 3C5 into 3-paths given
in Fig. 3. Then each has∆ = 4 = 2d2rw/5e as required.
We now have four subcases according to the value of u:
Subcase IVa: u = 1.
Since r > 1 we have 2rw > 6 here. Then as in Case IIa, we take any six of the Hamilton cycles, and break them apart to
obtain thirtymatchings, six between each pair of adjacent partite sets. Each pair of matchings between the same two partite
sets forms either a 2t+1w-cycle or a number of even length cycles, the edges of which add up to to 2t+1w.
Now 2t+rw2 = 2tw(5w′ + 1) = (w′ − 1)5.2tw + 3(2t+1w), and each trail T2t+rw2 is then formed by combining w′ − 1
of the remaining Hamilton cycles with three of these sets of even length cycles, selected in the obvious way, using the
decomposition of 3C5 into 3-paths given in Fig. 3.
Then∆ = 2(w′ − 1)+ 4 = 2w′ + 2 = 2d2rw/5e for each T2t+rw2 .
Subcase IVb: u = 2.
Here 2rw = 5w′ + 2. If w′ = 0, so 2rw = 2, then w = 1 and r = 1. In this case we begin with a decomposition of
C5 ∗ K 2 into C4 (or into L4). Blowing up by 2t−1 as in Theorem 2.3(ii) (or Lemma 2.2), then gives a decomposition of C5 ∗ K 2t
into C2t+1 , or L2t+1 in the path case. Hence∆ = 2 = 2d2rw/5e.
Otherwise, for 2rw > 7, we take two Hamilton cycles from our decomposition of C5 ∗ K 2tw to obtain ten matchings, and
hence five sets of even length cycles, each of total length 2t+1w, one between each pair of adjacent partite sets.
Now 2t+rw2 = w′(5.2tw) + 2t+1w and each T2t+rw2 is then formed by combining w′ of the remaining Hamilton cycles
with one of these sets of even length cycles.
Then∆ = 2w′ + 2 = 2d2rw/5e for each T2t+rw2 .
Subcase IVc: u = 3.
Since 2rw > 8, we take eight of the Hamilton cycles and from the subsequent forty matchings, we form twenty sets of
even length cycles, four between each pair of adjacent partite sets.
Now since 2rw = 5w′ + 3, we have 2t+rw2 = (w′ − 1)5.2tw + 4(2t+1w), and each trail T2t+rw2 is then formed
by combining w′ − 1 of the remaining Hamilton cycles with four of these sets, selected in the obvious way using the
decomposition of 4C5 into 4-paths given in Fig. 5.
Then∆ = 2(w′ − 1)+ 4 = 2w′ + 2 = 2d2rw/5e for each T2t+rw2 .
Subcase IVd: u = 4.
If 2rw = 4, then w = 1, r = 2 and hence t > 2. In this case, we need to decompose C5 ∗ K 2t into cycles C2t+2 (or paths
L2t+2 ). We do this by first decomposing C5 ∗ K 4 into C16 (or into L16) by cycling the base cycle shown in Fig. 7a (or Fig. 7b)
‘‘around’’ the five parts, and then blowing up by 2t−2 as in Theorem 2.3(ii) (or Lemma 2.2 in the case of paths).
Hence∆ = 2 = 2d2rw/5e as required.
Then, for 2rw > 9, we take four Hamilton cycles and hence form ten sets of even length cycles, two between each pair of
adjacent partite sets.
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Fig. 7a. C5 ∗ K 4 decomposed into C16 .
Fig. 7b. C5 ∗ K 4 decomposed into L16 .
Now 2t+rw2 = w′(5.2tw)+2(2t+1w) and each trail T2t+rw2 is formed by combiningw′ of the remaining Hamilton cycles
with two of these sets, chosen in the obvious way using the decomposition of 2C5 into disjoint pairs of edges given in Fig. 6.
Then∆ = 2w′ + 2 = 2d2rw/5e for each T2t+rw2 .
Hence we have shown that the graph C5 ∗ K 2tw decomposes into five closed trails, or open trails in the path case where
2rw = 2 or 4, of length w2, each having maximum degree ∆ = 2d2rw/5e. Using Theorem 2.5 (Corollaries 2.6 or 2.7 for
paths), we can then blow up these trails by b > ∆/2 to give a decomposition of C5 ∗ K 2twb into cycles (or paths) of length
2t+rw2. Blowing up by v as in Theorem 2.3(ii) (respectively Lemma 2.2), gives a decomposition of C5∗K 2ta into cycles (paths)
of the required length k and the result follows.
Case V: k = 5.22t+1w2v.
Let a = wvb. From the necessary conditions, 5.22t+1w2v 6 5.2ta, and hence 2t+1w 6 b, with strict inequality for paths.
We begin by decomposing K5 ∗ K 2tw into Hamilton cycles of length 5.2tw. Combining 2t+1w of these forms closed trails of
length 5.22t+1w2, each having ∆ = 2t+2w. Moreover, each of these T5.22t+1w2 admits a proper 5-colouring of its vertices,
and so using Theorem 2.5, or Corollary 2.6 in the case of paths, we can blow up by b > 2t+1w, or b > 2t+1w for paths, to
give a cycle or a path decomposition of K5 ∗ K 2twb whenever there exist three MOLS(b).
However, since b is odd, there exist three MOLS(b) for all b > 5. In these cases we simply blow up our decomposition of
K5 ∗ K 2twb by v and the result follows.
We are left to deal with the cases b = 1 and 3.
Since b > 2t+1w (with strict inequality for paths) we have b 6= 1 and moreover, if b = 3 wemust have t = 0,w = 1 and
a = 3v. Hence we need to decompose K5 ∗ K 3v into cycles C10v and into paths L10v .
Now C10|(K5 ∗K 3) (by Smith [9]) and hence for cycles we can blow up by v as in Theorem 2.3(ii) to get our desired result.
Similarly, for paths we have L10|(K5 ∗ K 3) (see the Appendix), and the result follows in the same way.
Case VI: k = 22t+1w2v, and v andw are not divisible by 5.
From the necessary conditions, 22t+1w2v 6 5.2ta, with strict inequality for paths. Letting a = wvb, we have d2t+1w/5e 6
b. Wewill show that K5∗K 2tw decomposes into five closed trails of length 22t+1w2, each having∆ = 2d2t+1w/5e and vertex
chromatic number χ = 5, except in certain ‘‘small’’ cases which we deal with directly as they arise. The result then follows
by applying Theorems 2.3 and 2.5(ii) for cycles (Corollary 2.6, Lemma 2.2 for paths).
Case VIa: t 6= 0.
If 2tw = 2, we have C8|(K5 ∗ K 2), for K5 ∗ K 2 is the same as K10 minus a 1-factor, so use [1,8]; and also L8|(K5 ∗ K 2) (see
the Appendix). In each case these ‘‘trails’’ have∆ = 2 = 2d2t+1w/5e and are vertex 2-colourable.
For 2tw > 4, we first decompose K5∗K 2tw into ten copies of the bipartite graph K2∗K 2tw , one between each pair of partite
sets. Using Sotteau [10], we then decompose these into cycles of length 2t+1w. We form our trails T22t+1w2 by combining
2tw of these as follows:
Let 2tw = 10w′ + u, where 2 6 u 6 8 and u is even. We takew′ of the C2t+1w between each pair of partite sets, so 10w′
cycles in total, and combine them with u of the remaining C2t+1w , chosen using the appropriate decomposition of (u/2)K5
given in one of Figs. 8–11.
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Fig. 8. K5 decomposed into vertex disjoint pairs of edges.
Fig. 9. 2K5 decomposed into vertex 2-colourable 4-paths.
Fig. 10. 3K5 decomposed into vertex 3-colourable 6-trails.
Fig. 11. 4K5 decomposed into vertex 3-colourable 8-trails.
All of these trails are then 5-colourable, when 2tw > 10, or 3-colourable when 2tw < 10.
Now in each case
∆ = 8b2tw/10c + u
= 8b2t−1w/5c + u,
and
2tw = 10b2tw/10c + u.
Hence
2t−1w/5 = b2t−1w/5c + (u/10);
2t+1w/5 = 4b2t−1w/5c + (2u/5);
d2t+1w/5e = 4b2t−1w/5c + d2u/5e;
and since for u even and 2 6 u 6 8 we have u/2 = d2u/5e, it follows that
∆ = 2d2t+1w/5e
as required.
Hence, for b > 5, the result follows by taking three MOLS(b) and blowing up into cycles (or paths) using Theorem 2.5 (or
Corollary 2.6). Blowing up by v, as in Theorem 2.3(ii) (and Lemma 2.2 for paths) then gives the required decomposition.
As in Case V above, we are left to consider the case when b < 5.
Since t 6= 0, if b = 1, then t = 1, w = 1 and hence 2tw = 2. We have shown that the ‘‘trails’’ constructed in this case
are in fact already cycles (or paths); hence the result follows by blowing up as above.
If b = 3 then 3 > d2t+1w/5e and since t 6= 0, we have 2tw 6 6. For, if 2tw > 6, then 2tw > 8, so 2t+1w > 16 and then
d2t+1w/5e > 3. But if 2tw = 2, 4 or 6, thenw′ = 0 and the trails we have constructed are at most 3-colourable. Hence we
can blow up by three in these cases as required, since we require only one latin square of order 3.
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Fig. 12. Seven 5-cycles.
Fig. 13. Hamilton cycle H35 .
Case VIb: t = 0.
We first note that K5 ∗ Kw can be decomposed into two copies of C5 ∗ Kw . Now, since w is odd, each of these graphs
C5 ∗ Kw can be decomposed intow Hamilton cycles, as detailed in Theorem 2.4, so that each consists of five matchings, one
between each pair of adjacent partite sets. We label these decompositions D1 and D2.
Subcase 1:w = 10w′ + 1.
Ifw = 1 our aim is to find a decomposition of K5 ∗ K a into C2v (and into L2v), where v > 1.
For cycles, we let p be some odd prime such that p|v and hence p|a; then C2p|(K5 ∗ K p) (by Smith [9]), and blowing up by
v/p as in Theorem 2.3(ii) gives C2v|(K5 ∗ K v) and the result follows by Theorem 2.3(i).
For paths we simply apply Lemma 2.2 and blow up v-fold a 2-path decomposition of K5. The result then follows by
Lemma 2.1.
Otherwise, forw > 11, we take any six Hamilton cycles from each of D1 and D2 and use them to form thirty sets of even
length cycles, whose edges each add up to 2w, three between each pair of partite sets in our graph K5 ∗ Kw .
Our trails T2w2 are then formed by combining (w−6)/5 of the remainingHamilton cycles fromeach ofD1 andD2, together
with six of these sets of even length cycles, chosen using the decomposition of 3K5 into 6-trails given in Fig. 10.
Hence∆ = 4(w − 6)/5+ 6 = (4w + 6)/5, and sincew = 10w′ + 1, we have∆ = 8w′ + 2 = 2d2w/5e as required.
Since these trails are also 5-colourable, and there exist three MOLS(b) for all odd b > d2w/5e > 5, we can blow up by
b using Theorem 2.5 (or Corollary 2.6), to obtain a decomposition of K5 ∗ Kwb into cycles (or paths). Blowing up the cycles
(respectively, paths) by v, as in Theorem 2.3(ii) (respectively, Lemma 2.2) then gives the required decomposition of K5 ∗ K a.
Subcase 2:w = 10w′ + 3.
If w = 3 we take a C9 decomposition of K5 ∗ K 3, easily found using Fig. 4a, and ‘‘pair up’’ the cycles to form trails T18,
having∆ = 4 = 2d2w/5e as required. For b > 5 the result then follows as above.
However, since d2w/5e = 2 here, we also need to consider when b = 3. Here we require a decomposition of K5 ∗ K 9v
into C18v (or into L18v). This can be obtained by suitably blowing up a decomposition of K5 ∗ K 3 into C6 (or into L6), obtained
from [9], or blowing up 3-fold a 2-path decomposition of K5, as in Lemma 2.2.
Otherwise, forw > 13, we take any eight Hamilton cycles from each of D1 and D2 and use them to form forty sets of even
length cycles, whose edges each add up to 2w, four between each pair of partite sets in our graph K5 ∗ Kw .
Our trails T2w2 are then formed by combining (w−8)/5 of the remainingHamilton cycles fromeach ofD1 andD2, together
with eight of these sets of even length cycles, chosen using the decomposition of 4K5 into 8-trails given in Fig. 11.
Hence∆ = 4(w − 8)/5+ 8 = (4w + 8)/5 and sincew = 10w′ + 3 we have∆ = 8w′ + 4 = 2d2w/5e as required.
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Fig. 14. Three 14-cycles between partite sets A and B.
Fig. 15. Three ‘‘types’’ of 14-cycles, taken between all pairs of partite sets except the pair A, B.
Since these trails are also 5-colourable and there exist three MOLS(b) for all odd b > d2w/5e > 6, the result follows as
above.
Subcase 3:w = 10w′ + 7.
If w = 7, we have d2w/5e = 3, and we require a decomposition of K5 ∗ K 7 into trails T98 which not only satisfy∆ = 6,
but which are also vertex 4-colourable (since there exist only two MOLS(3)). An appropriate decomposition is given in the
Appendix. To this decomposition, we apply Theorem 2.5 (and Corollary 2.6 for paths), to obtain a decomposition of K5 ∗ K 7b
into cycles or paths of length 98. Blowing up these cycles (paths) by v, as in Theorem 2.3(ii) (Lemma 2.2) then gives the
required decomposition of K5 ∗ K a.
Otherwise, for w > 17, we take any two Hamilton cycles from each of D1 and D2 and use them to form ten sets of even
length cycles, whose edges each add up to 2w, one between each pair of partite sets in our graph K5 ∗ Kw .
Our trails T2w2 are then formed by combining (w−2)/5 of the remainingHamilton cycles fromeach ofD1 andD2, together
with two of these sets of even length cycles (chosen using the decomposition of K5 into vertex disjoint pairs of edges given
in Fig. 8).
Hence∆ = 4(w − 2)/5+ 2 = (4w + 2)/5, and sincew = 10w′ + 7 we have∆ = 8w′ + 6 = 2d2w/5e as required.
Since these trails are also 5-colourable and there exist three MOLS(b) for all odd b > d2w/5e > 7, the result follows as
above.
Subcase 4:w = 10w′ + 9.
We take any four Hamilton cycles from each of D1 and D2 and use them to form twenty sets of even length cycles, ten
from each, whose edges each add up to 2w, two between each pair of partite sets in our graph K5 ∗ Kw .
Trails T2w2 are then formed by combining (w − 4)/5 of the remaining Hamilton cycles from each of D1 and D2, together
with four of these sets of even length cycles, chosen using the decomposition of 2K5 into 4-paths given in Fig. 9.
Hence∆ = 4(w − 4)/5+ 4 = (4w + 4)/5, and sincew = 10w′ + 9 we have∆ = 8w′ + 8 = 2d2w/5e as required.
Now since b is odd and w > 9 here, we have b > 5. Since each of these trails are 5-colourable and there exist three
MOLS(b) for all odd b > 5, again the result follows as above. 
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Fig. 16. A proper 4-colouring of the vertices of one T98 .
Fig. 17. Constructing four T98 from the remaining C14 .
5. Concluding comments
The above results, together with the results in Cavenagh [3], show that the standard necessary conditions for an edge-
disjoint decomposition of K3 ∗ Km and also of K5 ∗ Km into paths and cycles of length k are also sufficient.
In a partner paper [2], we deal with decompositions of a complete equipartite graph having four parts of even size into
cycles and paths. The even part size ensures that the graph has even degree.
The methods used here in this paper would probably adapt to deal with equipartite graphs having seven parts, but the
number of subcases to consider would become rather large! Nevertheless we conjecture that the conditions k|m2 ( n2 ) and
k 6 mn (or k < mn for paths) are sufficient for an edge-disjoint decomposition of Kn ∗ Km into cycles Ck (or paths Lk)
whenever n is odd.
Appendix
All decompositions here were found by hand.
L4|(C5 ∗ K 2)
Let the vertex set of C5 ∗ K 2 be {i, i′ | 0 6 i 6 4}, and let the edge set be ij, ij′, i′j, i′j′ whenever 0 6 i, j 6 4 and |i− j| ≡ 1
(mod 5). Then a 4-path decomposition is given by
[0, 1, 2, 3, 4], [4, 0′, 1, 2′, 3], [3, 4′, 0, 1′, 2], [2, 3′, 4′, 0′, 1′], [1′, 2′, 3′, 4, 0].
L8|(K5 ∗ K 2)
Let the vertex set of K5 ∗ K 2 be {i, i′ | 0 6 i 6 4}, with edge set ij, ij′, i′j, i′j′ for all 0 6 i < j 6 4. Then an 8-path
decomposition is given by
[0, 1, 0′, 1′, 2, 3, 2′, 3′, 4], [0, 1′, 2′, 0′, 2, 1, 4′, 3, 4], [0′, 3, 0, 2, 3′, 4′, 1′, 4, 1],
[0′, 4, 2, 4′, 2′, 0, 3′, 1, 3], [1, 2′, 4, 0, 4′, 0′, 3′, 1′, 3].
L10|(K5 ∗ K 3)
Let the vertex set of K5 ∗ K 3 be⋃4i=0{i1, i2, i3}; we take the following nine 10-paths.
[02, 12, 22, 32, 42, 03, 13, 23, 33, 43, 01] [03, 11, 23, 31, 42, 01, 12, 21, 32, 43, 02]
[01, 13, 21, 33, 42, 02, 11, 22, 31, 43, 03] [13, 32, 02, 23, 43, 12, 33, 03, 22, 41, 11]
[12, 31, 03, 21, 43, 11, 32, 01, 23, 41, 13] [11, 33, 01, 22, 43, 13, 31, 02, 21, 41, 12]
[12, 23, 32, 41, 33, 22, 42, 11, 31, 01, 21] [21, 11, 01, 41, 03, 12, 42, 13, 33, 02, 22]
[22, 13, 02, 41, 31, 21, 42, 23, 03, 32, 12].
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K5 ∗ K 7
We wish to decompose K5 ∗ K 7 into T98 which have ∆2 = 3 and are each at most vertex 4-colourable.
Label the five partite sets A, B, C , D and E. We first decompose K5 ∗K 7 into seven 5-cycles, as seen in Fig. 12; one Hamilton
cycle, as seen in Fig. 13; and thirty-one 14-cycles, as seen in Figs. 14 and 15.
We form our five T98 as follows:
Form one trail, by combining the seven copies of C5 from Fig. 12, the Hamilton cycle H35 from Fig. 13, any one of the C14
between partite sets D and E, and the α type C14 between partite sets A and C . Clearly ∆2 = 3 and we can also 4-colour the
vertices as shown in Fig. 16, with colours black, white, and pale and dark grey, andwhereH35 has been drawn in to seemore
easily that this colouring is proper.
The remaining four T98 are then formed by combining the remaining 14-cycles as shown in Fig. 17, in which each edge
represents a C14. All are clearly 3-colourable with ∆2 = 3.
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